
BayCAN Fall All-Region Meeting
September 28, 2021

9:00 am – Noon



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Agenda
Welcome and Agenda Review

1. Wildfire Smoke: Communications and Protocols
u Sarah Church (Alameda County) Judith Cutino (BAAQMD)

2. BayCAN’s New Climate Services Program
u David Behar (BayCAN)

3. 2021-22 California Resilience Budget & Legislation
u Warner Chabot (SFEI)

4. Communicating with the Public: Sea Level Rise and Beyond
u Charles Gardiner, Aaron Pope (The Catalyst Group), Rachel Londer (SMC)

5. Bay Area Adaptation & Resilience News
u BayCAN: Equity Program, Heat-Drought-Fire Resources, Consultations
u BayCAN Members and Partners: News and Updates



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

CA Wildfire 
2021 Incidents

(another record-
setting year!)





Clear evidence of an association 
between wildfire smoke and 

respiratory health

• Asthma exacerbations significantly 
associated with higher wildfire 
smoke in nearly every study

• Exacerbations of chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) 
significantly associated with higher 
wildfire smoke in most studies

• Growing evidence of a link between 
wildfire smoke and respiratory 
infections (pneumonia, bronchitis)



Improve 
Communications 
Before, During & 
After Major 
Wildfire Smoke 
Events



Wildfire Smoke Protocol: 
Working Cross-Agency for Adaptation

Sarah Church, Alameda County Sustainability



Back in Time: 2018 Fire Season

We need 
coordination!

Source: Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Nov 16 2018



Peer Model: 
San Francisco Protocol



Cross Agency Workshop & 
Working Group

www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/workshop.htm

http://www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/workshop.htm


Summary 
of 
Findings

The most reliable communication method in emergency situations is through 
a trusted community institution.

Recommended: develop communication networks with community 
institutions.

Emphasized the need to provide info to community institutions prior to the 
fire/smoke season commencing.

Service providers get info primarily through email, text and AC Alert.

Service providers share info with their constituents through text, phone 
and AC Alert.

Communication needs to be provided in Spanish, and other languages as 
appropriate.
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Community 
Engagement 
Findings
report: 
https://www.acgov.org/sustain/what/resili
ence/smoke.htm 

• Trust Clinic 
Unhoused residents

• Oakland Workers 
Collective 
Outdoor workers

• Padres Unidos
Spanish-speaking parents of young 
children

• San Leandro 
Senior Center
Seniors



Actions & Roles

AQI 
level

Action to Perform/ 
Consider – including 
template language

Responsible 
Agency



Final Protocol



Guidance for the Public & Providers



Now piloting:
Community Partners List

Designed for: faith-based organizations, youth programs, libraries, community 
centers, service providers, etc.



Lesson Learned: Use Existing Models

• San Francisco’s OES & Public 
Health protocols

• Regional Air Quality 
Communications Toolkit 
(http://www.bayareauasi.org/aqi) 

• EPA’s 2019 Guide for Health 
Officers (look here for Cleaner Air Center Definition)

• (https://www3.epa.gov/airnow/wildfire-
smoke/wildfire-smoke-guide-revised-2019.pdf) 

http://www.bayareauasi.org/aqi
https://www3.epa.gov/airnow/wildfire-smoke/wildfire-smoke-guide-revised-2019.pdf


Lesson Learned: “Translate” 
into Plain Language

• Plain language is best

Interpreting Regional Toolkit
Technical guidance à 6th grade reading level
“prolonged outdoor exertion” à“outdoor activity” 
“respiratory diseases” à “breathing issues” 

• ‘Red’ & ‘orange’ – unclear



Lesson Learned: Clarify Roles –
Accountability is Key

There may be confusion about who does what.
Health alerts…

• Are the #1 signup in our alert system
• Are sent by Emergency Services
• Are reviewed by Health Officer… so who “owns” them?

• Over time, agencies got items assigned to each other, 
and over time built comfort to ask each other to do this.

• BONUS: Writing 2021 Power Shutoff Plan, partners 
expressed the same “table” design useful



Lessons Incorporated:
2020 Revisions

The Situation:

2020 Fire Season: the public demanded Cleaner Air Centers. Many cities 
opened them, but there was no common definition or threshold for opening.

What we were working with:

Coordination between 
agencies (already had 

relationships)

What we did:

• Designated “Smoke 
Quarterback” convened

• Called around – who comes? 
What’s your filtration level?

• Set recommended thresholds & 
definitions, revised Protocol



Thank You!
Our Air Quality Communications Protocol, Community Partners 

Alert list, Community Engagement report and related documents: 
www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/smoke.htm

Guidance flyers:
https://acphd.org/air-quality/

Our half-day workshop model: 
www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/workshop.htm

With questions:
Sarah.church@acgov.org

http://www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/smoke.htm
https://acphd.org/air-quality/
http://www.acsustain.org/what/resilience/workshop.htm
mailto:Sarah.church@acgov.org


Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Wildfire Smoke 
Communication Strategies 

BayCAN

September 28, 2021

Judith Cutino, DO PE

Health Officer



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Bay Area Regional Air 
Quality Messaging Toolkit | 
Bay Area UASI
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http://bayareauasi.org/aqi


Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Messaging Toolkit Table of Contents
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SECTION 1: CORE GUIDANCE FOR AIR QUALITY MESSAGING
Sources for Core Messaging Guidance,  Decision Making During Air Quality Events, 
Considering Vulnerable Populations, 
Guiding Principles from the Association of Bay Area Health Officials (ABAHO), 
Air Quality Events Guidance, Preparedness, Individuals With Health Conditions During 
Smoke Events, About Masks, EPA’s Air Quality Index (AQI)

SECTION 2: AQI-LEVEL MESSAGING TEMPLATES(MULTI-LINGUAL)

SECTION 3: ADDITIONAL MESSAGING RESOURCES
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
FAQs About the Air Quality Index
FAQs About Air Quality and Outdoor Events and Activities
FAQs on School Activities During Air Quality Events
FAQs on Cleaner Air Centers
FAQs About Wildfire Smoke and Risks

Section 4: Guidance for Communicating with the Whole Community



Air District Communications
I. Communication Objectives

• Provide clear, consistent and concise information to Bay Area residents about how
they can protect their health from wildfire smoke.

• Notify the media and the public when wildfire smoke is impacting the region.

• Provide simple steps that Bay Area residents can follow to protect their health.

• Keep Public Health Officers and City/County Public Information Officers informed
of talking points, air quality and weather conditions to ensure consistent
messaging.

• Use videos & graphics to illustrate important messaging points.
• Provide information and graphics in multiple languages.
• Grow partnerships (ALA, Breathe California, etc.) to increase the reach of 

messaging.

• Wildfire Safety (baaqmd.gov)
4

https://www.baaqmd.gov/about-air-quality/wildfire-air-quality-response-program/wildfire-safety


Communication Objectives

o Deliver clear & consistent wildfire 

messaging
o Coordinate with Public Health Officers, 

local agencies and partners

o Provide guidance to schools

o Wildfire and Smoke Outreach
o Use infographics, videos & wildfire toolkit

o Media, social media & community outreach

o Health messaging to non-English speakers

o Expand air quality notification alerts

5BayCAN Meeting

September 28, 2021
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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Provide Air Quality Data During Wildfires

Regional Network (Regulatory)

High accuracy equipment that spans the Bay 

Area

Portable/Mobile Monitoring

Medium accuracy equipment on a moving vehicle 

or temporarily sited

Sensor Networks

Low-cost sensors for higher density data, citizen 

science

Alerts and Forecasts

Current Conditions



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Air Quality Forecasts and 

Wildfire Smoke Updates

7
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Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Wildfire Preparedness Tips and Messaging

➢ PREPARE NOW FOR WILDFIRE SEASON: 

o New filter for HVAC

o Purchase portable air filtration device

o Caulk windows and doors

➢ Fill asthma and other respiratory prescriptions

➢ Create a “clean room” in the home

➢ Identify list of clean air/cooling locations near you 

➢ WHEN WE HAVE SMOKE: 

o Remain indoors, windows and doors closed

o If you have HVAC system, set to recirculate

o Plan to go to a clean air/cooling location if necessary

8BayCAN Meeting
September 28, 2021
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Education



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Clean Air Filtration Program  
Education and Outreach 
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Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Wildfire Talking Points – 2021
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• Wildfire smoke can have immediate health impacts and 

trigger wheezing in those who suffer from asthma, 

emphysema, COPD or other respiratory conditions.

• Avoid adding additional air pollution by curtailing 

activities such as wood burning, lawn mowing, leaf 

blowing, driving, barbecuing or dust-producing 

activities. 

BayCAN Meeting

September 28, 2021



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Messaging: Wildfire Smoke Health Impacts
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Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Mask Messaging
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Staying indoors with 

windows and doors 

closed is the best way 

to protect your health, 
if temperatures allow.

o During high heat and heavy smoke 

events, keep indoor air cool or visit 

a cleaner air-cooling center. 

o If you have an HVAC system, set 

air conditioning units and car vent 

systems to recirculate to prevent 

outside air from moving inside.

o Consider purchasing a non-ozone 

producing air purifier (HEPA) to 

create a cleaner air room in the 

home or a MERV 13 or greater 

filter for an HVAC system.



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Mask Messaging
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Masks are not a 

substitute for staying 

indoors and must be 

fitted properly for 
best protection. 

o Masks can provide a false sense 

of security and may not provide 

the protection needed.

o Bandanas and typical surgical 

masks do little to protect against 

wildfire smoke particles.

o Certified N95 masks are 

currently not approved for 

children - new mask guidance for 

children is currently under 

consideration. 



Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Mask Messaging
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If unable to visit a cleaner air 

center or a cooling center,

those that must be outside for 

extended periods of time may 

benefit from using a tight 

fitting N95 mask to reduce 
their exposure. 



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Questions?

Comments?

What do we need to do to improve Bay Area 
wildfire smoke event communications?

Use Chat Box or Raise Your Hand



Climate Services Program
Program Leaders: David Behar, Bruce Riordan



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Overview of the CSP:

1.What is a climate service?
2.Why has BayCAN launched this pilot effort?

3.How will this pilot proceed: 
Process and Workflow



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

What is a “Climate Service?”

u “A Climate Service is the provision of climate information 
to assist decision-making. The service must respond to 
user needs, must be based on scientifically credible 
information and expertise, and requires appropriate 
engagement between the users and providers.”

u ClimateEurope, the Europe-wide network for researchers, 
suppliers and users of climate information 
https://www.climateurope.eu/definitions-climate-services/

u Includes three major climate service providers in Europe: 
u UK Met Office, 
u Climate Service Center of Germany (GERICS)
u KNMI (Dutch Met Institute). 

https://www.climateurope.eu/definitions-climate-services/
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“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Why is BayCAN Piloting a Climate Services 
Program?

1. Adaptation planning starts with the science 

2. Climate science is often opaque

3. Climate projections are constantly changing 

4. Climate service-providing entities are needed in the Bay Area today

5. A pilot project can both illuminate leading practices and inspire 
development of a more robust climate service as adaptation planning 
advances



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Climate Services Program Pilot – Process

1. Identify subjects BayCAN members care about
1. Extreme Precipitation? (September 20 >        )

2. Heat, drought, smoke, Fire? (TBD)

2. Identify questions practitioners are asking

3. Engage interested scientists

4. Bring practitioners and scientists together

5. Develop customized actionable information to BayCAN 
members

6. Impact adaptation planning

7. Report, learn, support future scaling to meet demand



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Climate Services Program Pilot – Workflow
1. Select subject matters emerging from practitioner engagement

2. Two Workshops
1. Climate services – State of Leading Practice (experienced climate service providers)

1. October/November

2. Climate services – Practitioner needs (practitioner pilot participants – both groups)

1. October/November

3. Identify scientists qualified to engage and interested in engaging to answer 
identified questions

4. Bring practitioners and scientists together to get started (ongoing support 
and facilitation by BayCAN)

5. Implementation

6. Evaluation



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

CSP Topic #1: Extreme Precip — Water Utility Questions

u Seasonal to Subseasonal Information: Operations
u What’s coming this fall and winter?

u What’s coming next month?

u Decadal: Operations, Planning 
u What can we expect over the next 10-20 years that is different than the past?

u Long term: Planning, Capital Investment
u How should our design storms change to inform capital planning?

u How will storm return rates and intensity change under climate change?



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Years

Historical 50-year storm magnitude and future return period:
16 CMIP5 GCM ensemble mean

Historical 50-year storm magnitude
1951-2000

Future return period 
2040 (2026-2055) 2070 (2056-2085)

Precip (mm)

(a) (b) (c)

50-year storm magnitude (a) represents an average ensemble of the largest daily precipitation at each of 16 GCM historical runs over the 50 years. Future return periods
(b-c) defined as the periods of time (years) expected between occurrence of events are assessed from the exceedance probability averaged over the 16 GCM RCP8.5 runs.
16 CMIP5 GCMS used are ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, CanESM2, CNRM-CM5,  GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-CC, inmcm4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR, 
MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, MRI-CGCM3,  bcc-csm1-1, MIROC5. Only the first ensemble members are considered.



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

32

Major Storm Return Rates

2040 2070
5 YEAR STORM (20% chance/year)

San Francisco, Peninsula, and East Bay 5 years (no change) 3 to 4 years

20 YEAR STORM (5% chance/year)

San Francisco, Peninsula, and East Bay 12 to 16 years 10 years

50 YEAR STORM (2% chance/year)

San Francisco, Peninsula, and East Bay 25 to 40 years 15 to 25 years

Projections from Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Center for 
Western Weather and Water Extremes. Tamara Shulgina and 
Alexander Gershunov, personal communication.



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

4 Breakouts Groups (self-select your topic):

CSP Topic #2: 
1) Heat 
2) SLR 
3) Drought 
4) Wildfire

What science information do you 
need to plan for this impact?



“Responding effectively and equitably to the impacts of climate change on human health, infrastructure and natural systems”

Questions?

Comments?

What direction would you give BayCAN 
leaders for working with OPR to further 

develop the resilience budget?

Use Chat Box or Raise Your Hand



CA. Climate Resilience Budget
* For BayCAN Briefing  9-28-21

1. An Executive Summary
2. Budget Process
3. Explanation of Key Budget Items
4. How  to Participate in Future Decisions















BETTER CLIMATE 
COMMUNICATION

An Evidence-Based, 
Collaborative Approach

Charles Gardiner, Principal
Aaron Pope, Project Manager

The Catalyst Group, Inc.



Sea Level Rise Communications with Climate 
Ready San Mateo County



Training was basic introduction to the 
messaging framework from the Toolkit

§ Applies to presentations, articles, 
press releases, interviews, 
conversations, etc.

Messaging Framework
1. Start with shared values as your 

foundation
2. Make the problem understandable 

and locally relevant
3. Present actions and solutions

Framing the Conversation Effectively 



» 22 attendees representing 
City staff, elected officials, 
and local agency staff 
across San Mateo County

» Developed sample 
messages

» Identified a need for 
continue collaboration, 
resource sharing, and 
practice

Training Outcomes
"San Mateo County is currently studying how sea 

level rise will affect the people and environment of 
the South Coast, from its roads to its marshes 

and beaches. You can help make a difference in 
the future of the South Coast by attending this 

meeting to learn more and make your voice heard. 
We can all play a part in finding solutions to 

the impacts of sea level rise."

"Our community values our natural 
environment, and we care about 

maintaining the high quality of life in our 
neighborhoods and maintaining our 

community as an attractive job center. 
Neighborhood streams and shorelines 
are both impacted by extreme storm 

events and management of stormwater. 
Learn more about what our City is 

exploring to address these issues and 
protect our neighborhoods and take 

care of our shoreline."



Proposal:
Climate Communications 
Community of Practice

Community: 
Relationships, 

Trust, 
Collaboration

Local government leaders, 
staff, and partners



Domain: 
Shared Key 

Interest

Community: 
Relationships, 

Trust, 
Collaboration

Communication and 
action on climate 

adaptation

Local government leaders, 
staff, and partners

Climate Communications 
Community of Practice



Domain: 

Shared Key 
Interest

Community: 
Relationships, 

Trust, 
Collaboration

Practice: 
Tools, Body of 

Knowledge

Communication and action 
on climate adaptation

Evidence-based 
communications, 

messaging, and tools

Local government leaders, 
staff, and partners

Climate Communications 
Community of Practice



Example



NNOCCI Evaluation



Capacity Building 
Program Needs

1. A community of practitioners
2. Tools and training for effective, 

evidence-based communications 
frameworks

3. Resources to support and manage 
the community

4. Extended outlook and funding



Questions about County of San Mateo's Climate 
Ready communications' initiative?

Is there interest/need for deeper communications 
training and knowledge sharing?

Who wants to work on developing the community 
of practice concept?

Discussion



Catalyst
Charles Gardiner
Charles@CatalystGroupCA.com

Aaron Pope
Aaron@CatalystGroupCA.com

Contact Info

County of San Mateo
Rachel Londer
rlonder@smcgov.org

mailto:Charles@CatalystGroupCA.com
mailto:Aaron@CatalystGroupCA.com
mailto:rlonder@smcgov.org
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Bay Area Adaptation and Resilience News

-- BayCAN

-- BayCAN members and partners
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9:00 am – Noon


